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The large number of embedded soft core processors available today make it tedious and time consuming
to select the best processor for a given application. This task is even more challenging due to the numerous configuration options available for a single soft core processor while optimizing for contradicting design
requirements such as performance and area. In this paper, we propose a generic framework for rapid performance estimation of applications on soft core processors. The proposed technique is scalable to the large
number of configuration options available in modern soft core processors by relying on rapid and accurate estimation models instead of time consuming FPGA synthesis and execution-based techniques. Experimental
results on two leading commercial soft core processors executing applications from the widely used CHStone
benchmark suite show an average error of less than 6%, while running in order of minutes when compared
to hours taken by synthesis-based techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing pressure of reducing the Time-to-Market (TTM) as well as the
Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) costs has been pushing Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) based computing platforms favorably over their Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) counterparts. The reconfigurability and flexibilities offered by
FPGAs enable shorter development cycles and lower design cost when compared to
ASICs [Jia et al. 2014], [Lewis and Ramamoorthy 2011].
Modern FPGAs from Xilinx [Xilinx 2017] and Altera [Intel 2017] are not only suited
for accelerating critical parts of an application, but also for realizing an entire Systemon-Chip (SoC), complete with hard or soft core processors, programmable logic, memory subsystems, etc. Hence, while the critical section of the applications can still be
accelerated on the programmable logic, the rest of the application can be executed
on the accompanying on-chip hard or soft core processors. Soft core processors can be
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either used by themselves or in conjunction with hard core processors in such SoC designs to provide extensive opportunities for application-specific customization, even at
late design stages, in order to achieve high performance-area efficiency [Wijesundera
et al. 2016a], [Xilinx 2016b]. Furthermore, according to recent research, soft core processors can be configured to offer performance that is comparable to specialized hard
core processors [Cheah Hui Yan 2016]. A hard core processor, unlike a soft core does
not allow the flexibility of adding a processor to an existing FPGA design or adding an
additional processor to provide more processing capabilities [Andersson 2013]. While
an un-utilized hard core processor is typically a wastage of FPGA area, a soft core
could be added to a design only when necessary and the FPGA area occupied could be
reduced further by appropriately customizing the core [Cheah Hui Yan 2016]. Additionally, the design flexibility obtained through partial reconfiguration also makes soft
core processors the preferred choice over their hard core counterparts in certain applications [Shendi 2015]. However, these opportunities also pose additional challenges
to the designer in order to select the best configuration of a soft core processor for an
application [Wijesundera et al. 2016b], [Prakash et al. 2009].
At the same time, the sheer number of soft core processors available in the market [Jia et al. 2014], both commercial and open source, makes it a daunting task
to select the best processor that achieves optimal performance within a given FPGA
area constraint. This, in combination with the large number of configuration options
available, even in a single soft core processor, makes the design space of selecting the
best processor with its best configuration for a given application, prohibitively large.
Hence, a designer cannot rely on traditional time consuming FPGA synthesis-based
techniques [Sheldon et al. 2007], [Sheldon et al. 2006], [Yiannacouras et al. 2006] for
application specific processor selection and customization [Wijesundera et al. 2016b],
[Prakash et al. 2009], [Ray et al. 2005]. Further, it should be noted that the traditional
synthesis-based techniques rely on the access to the necessary FPGA boards and the
corresponding commercial tools to identify the best processor with its best configuration. Thus, it prevents designers from using them at an early design stage prior to the
availability of boards and commercial tools which directly adds to the TTM. Also, the
requirement to obtain a large number of costly development boards and the necessary
tools adds to the NRE costs.
Thus, rapid software-based performance estimation techniques that can be employed repeatedly and reliably to customize the processor is of paramount importance,
in not only obtaining better performance but also to evaluate the necessity of configuring the processor within the design. In our previous work [Wijesundera et al. 2016a],
we proposed a simple yet accurate approach to estimate performance of various processor configurations by relying on LLVM-based intermediate representation (IR) of
an application and a pre-characterized processor. We accounted for the performance
variation resulting from data hazards, control hazards, etc. by incorporating a fixed
cost obtained through experimental results.
In this paper, we build upon our previous work to further improve the estimation
accuracy by using mathematical models to estimate the performance variations resulting from data hazards, control hazards, etc. Specifically, we introduce the following
improvements in this paper when compared to our earlier work:
(a) Model to analyse data hazards
(b) Model to analyse control hazards
(c) Model to analyse input operand size dependent instructions
The proposed methodology relies solely on estimation based techniques instead of performing time consuming FPGA synthesis steps. It is adaptable to any embedded soft
core processor and target FPGA architecture. The main contributions of this paper are:
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— Methodology for characterization of processor instruction set architecture
— Analysis of data hazards in the processor pipeline
— Analysis of control hazards in the processor pipeline
— Analysis of the variation of performance with operand size for multiplication and
shift instructions
— A methodology for rapid soft core processor performance estimation
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the existing literature followed by the motivation towards the proposed work in Section 3. Section 4
presents the methodology while Section 5 discusses the results. We conclude in Section
6.
2. BACKGROUND

The increasingly strict performance constraints in the design of modern embedded
systems, such as CSoCs, has made processor performance estimation a hot topic of
research. It is essential to evaluate the processor’s performance early in the design
cycle in order to meet stringent TTM and NRE requirements. Patel et al. in [Patel
and Rajawat 2013] surveyed existing software performance estimation techniques for
embedded systems. In their work, performance estimation techniques for embedded
processors are grouped into two main categories namely, analytical models and simulation.
Analytical models identify numerical features of the application and extract these
features through static or dynamic analysis. Next, the feature set is used to correlate
with application performance. Analytical models could be categorized as linear or nonlinear models. Linear models utilize regression techniques and thus require a large
number of applications to train the model in order to obtain high accuracy in estimation. Giusto et al. [Giusto et al. 2001] concluded that their model based on virtual
instruction set and linear regression techniques is accurate only when considerably
large benchmarks are used for training or when characteristics of the application are
closely related to that of the training set. Lattuada et al. [Lattuada and Ferrandi 2010]
presented a methodology to automatically build an analytical estimation model based
on regression techniques, but the correlation between the architectural features of the
target processor and the application is strongly non-linear. Oyamada et al. [Oyamada
et al. 2008] presented a neural network based estimation model. However, this nonlinear model requires not only the trained neural network but also the compiler and
methods to extract dynamic instruction count of the application [Lattuada and Ferrandi 2010].
Simulation based estimation techniques can be classified into 3 main categories,
namely instruction set simulator based (ISSB), native execution based (NEB) and virtual platform based (VPB) simulation [Patel and Rajawat 2013].
2.1. Instruction Set Simulator Based (ISSB) Simulation

ISSB simulation models are written in a high level programming language to implement the ISA of a target processor on the host machine. ISS could be instruction or
cycle accurate [Bailey 2008]. Instruction accurate simulators ensure functional correctness while cycle accurate simulators emulate exact behavior of the target processor including its micro-architectural features like branch prediction. Gem5 [Binkert
et al. 2011] and SimpleScalar [Austin et al. 2002] are examples of popular ISSs. Most
ISSs are interpretive, that is they mimic the target processor in fetching, decoding and
executing instructions one after another at runtime. Such interpretive ISSs behave
closely to real hardware, providing cycle accurate estimation of performance. However,
this comes at the cost of low simulation speeds due to run-time interpretation of target
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instructions. This is a major drawback of ISSs in addition to the long time needed to
develop them and the inability to customize or modify the models [Wang 2010], [Aung
2015].
2.2. Native Execution Based (NEB) Simulation

In this approach, the application under consideration is instrumented with timing
information of the target processor, re-compiled and executed on the host machine.
Code instrumentation is performed either at binary, IR or source level. Thus, NEB
methods can be further classified as binary (assembly) level, IR level (e.g. GIMPLE,
LLVM) and source level (e.g. C, C++).
2.2.1. Binary Level Simulation (BLS). This approach translates the target binary of an
application into host instructions or a high level language, ensuring the preservation of
functionality. Timing information of the target binary is captured in the high level code
which is compiled and executed on the host machine. Also, referred to as compiled ISS,
BLS performs time-consuming instruction fetch-decode-execute operations at compiletime by means of a simulation compiler, thus significantly improving the simulation
performance. The PowerPC simulator PSIM [Cagney 2011] and acsim [Azevedo et al.
2005] are popular compiled simulators incorporating BLS.
2.2.2. Intermediate Representation Level Simulation (IRLS). In this approach, the first step
is to create a target-independent IR (e.g. LLVM IR) of the application by performing
only the front-end compilation. LLVM compiler is widely used for this purpose. Next,
this target-independent IR is annotated with timing information of the target processor for all the instructions in the IR. This step is followed by recompilation and
execution on the host machine. The main idea is to use the compiler IR format as a
target to the instrumentation process. Here, (1) instrumentation is host independent
as it is performed prior to the host processor specific backend, (2) since the annotation
is done at the IR level, it is independent of the used high-level languages, (3) control
flow graph (CFG) can be extracted from the IR [Bouchhima et al. 2009].
Cheung et al. [Cheung et al. 2007] present a method where a software process written in C is compiled into an IR and annotated with timing information of the target
processor. The work in [Bouchhima et al. 2009] extends the LLVM compiler infrastructure to allow instrumentation of embedded software at the basic block level using
a cross annotation approach. However, performance estimation was not incorporated
in this work. The performance estimation tool TotalProf is introduced in [Gao et al.
2009]. Even though, the authors mention the technique as a source level one, it is
an IRLS technique since performance estimation and instrumentation is performed
on the modified LLVM IR instead of the input source code [Aung 2015]. TotalProf
performs several IR-to-IR transformations, which consists of a virtual backend, a performance estimator and an instrumentor before the host backend takes place.
2.2.3. Source Level Simulation (SLS). This approach annotates timing information into
the source code for a native execution that can generate performance information of
the target processor. Meyerowitz et al. [Meyerowitz et al. 2008] presented an automated timing back-annotation at the source code level. Schnerr et al. [Schnerr et al.
2008] proposed an approach where instead of using the virtual prototype, the method
performed back-annotation of timing values determined statically at basic block level
in the binary code of the input C source code. . A cycle-approximate source-level performance estimation technique which relies on the C/C++ front-end of LLVM compiler
infrastructure to parse the application into control data-flow graphs (CDFGs) is proposed in [Hwang et al. 2008].
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2.3. Virtual Platform Based (VPB) Simulation

Virtual platforms are models of key components in a processor platform that can be
assembled to form an executable subsystem [Imperas Software Ltd 2016]. Virtual platforms are of two types, hardware virtual platforms (HVPs) and software virtual platforms (SVPs). HVPs closely model the target hardware whereas SVPs provide enough
functionality to execute the application code correctly and unmodified, while retaining
a higher-level of design abstraction. Modelling of HVPs is complex, time consuming,
requires specialized knowledge and is also very slow [Meyerowitz et al. 2008]. Even
though instruction accurate, SVPs represent only functional aspects and thus is used
mainly for early software development, integration and test. QEMU [QEMU 2016] is a
well known open source SVP for processor emulation/virtualization. Xilinx has leveraged QEMU to provide a model for ARM Cortex-A9 based Zynq SoC [Xilinx 2016c].
Open Virtual Platforms (OVPs) are also a type of SVPs [Bailey 2008]. OVP provides
a comprehensive methodology to easily incorporate existing platforms or to configure
and create new application-specific platforms utilizing virtual components compared
to QEMU. Commercial plugins which work with OVP tool suites provide advanced
features such as profiling, coverage, memory checking etc. [Imperas Software Ltd
2016]. Moreover, Xilinx exploited Virtual System Platform from Cadence [Cadence
Design Systems 2016] for Zynq SoCs whereas Altera employed Synopsys’ virtual
prototyping solution from [Synopsys 2016] for its SoC FPGAs.
The level of complexity in porting the estimation approach to a new processor depends on the degree of association of the approach with the underlined target architecture. ISSB mimics the complete micro-architectural features of the target, making
them very less portable. In VPB approaches porting to a new target involves efforts in
relating target instructions with virtual instructions. NEB approaches (BLS, IRLS and
SLS) are easily portable compared to ISSB as the compilation is target independent.
Even though, back annotating timing details in the source code is architecture dependent this is a one-time process. However, BLS requires the backend of the processor
under consideration compared to IRLS which utilizes the target independent IR. Aung
et al. [Aung et al. 2011] utilize the binary level CFG to extract information and back
annotate the details to estimate the performance using IR level CFG for the PowerPC
hardcore processor. However, unlike the method proposed in this paper, their technique
is not readily transferable to new processor architectures.
Hard core processors are typically not configurable unlike soft core processors that
have multiple configurations due to their inherent configurability. Thus, soft core processors add another dimension to software performance estimation as the performance
varies significantly based on the implemented configurable units. Pfeifer et al. [Pfeifer
et al. 2013] discussed performance estimation for a scalable VLIW soft core implemented in various Xilinx and Altera FPGAs. They further claim that Xilinx Virtex 6
performs better for small-sized cores while Altera Stratix IV outperforms as the number of cores increase. Powell et al. [Powell et al. 2012] presented an execution time
estimation framework for FPGA-based soft core processors. However, the method is
limited to image compression applications.
Wijesundera et al. proposed a method for performance estimation of soft core processors at LLVM IR level [Wijesundera et al. 2016a]. This methodology uses average
values for the estimation of data hazards and control hazards in the pipeline, which
as shown later in this paper, can result in significant inaccuracies for certain applications. Similarly, instructions with varying execution times, depending on the size of the
input operands, were estimated using average values. Their methodology, in conjunction with an approach for instruction subsetting, has been primarily targeted towards
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selecting a suitable soft core processor from a given set of processors. Hence, while the
accuracy of their work might be sufficient for their goal, the estimation accuracy for a
single soft core processor is not very high [Wijesundera et al. 2016a].
Hence, in this paper we build upon the performance estimation approach in [Wijesundera et al. 2016a], by working at the LLVM IR level description of an application. We use accurate models to address the data and control hazards in the processor
pipeline as well as analyze the instructions with varying clock cycle counts based on
the input operands. We also analyze the variable size-dependent instructions, custom
instructions etc. as discussed in the rest of this paper to propose a highly accurate
performance estimation technique for soft core processors.
3. MOTIVATION

In this section, we first present our experimental platform. This will be followed by a
motivating example to underscore the need for rapid soft core processor performance
estimation techniques, like the one presented in this paper, using real benchmark applications.
3.1. Platform Setup

We used two commercial soft core processors, Altera’s Nios II Gen2 fast and Xilinx’s
MicroBlaze for evaluation purposes. We have selected these 2 processors as they are
commonly used processors with the most advanced micro-architectural features [Jia
et al. 2014] [Gray 2014]. Altera provides 2 variants of its Nios II Gen2 processor, economy and fast, both of which support the same instruction set architecture but with
different micro-architectural features. Hence, the two processors offer heterogeneity
in terms of performance. We have used the fast core, hereafter referred to as Nios in
this paper for brevity, in our experiments. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we
also selected comparable FPGA platforms, Kintex 7 and Cyclone V from Xilinx and Altera respectively, to implement and evaluate the processors. Both FPGA devices are
based on 28nm process technology and are mid-range devices from the respective vendors [Xilinx 2016a], [Altera 2016]. Applications from the popular CHStone [Hara et al.
2008] benchmark suite were used to verify the proposed techniques. CHStone benchmarks contain applications from different domains such as such as arithmetic, media
processing, security etc., which enables us to evaluate the proposed techniques on different domains. Furthermore, existing work such as [Aung 2015] has used CHStone
benchmarks for performance estimation of processors, similar to the work proposed in
this paper. In addition, in their work on soft core processor customization, Prakash et
al. [Prakash et al. 2009] also used applications from MiBench and Mediabench benchmark suites. It is noteworthy that several applications in the CHStone benchmark
suite are directly ported from MiBench and Mediabench suites [Hara et al. 2008].
We considered various configurable functional units (CFUs) available in these soft
core processors, for example, shifter, integer divider, integer multiplier (both 32-bit
and 64-bit), etc. Nios has a total of 8 CFUs while MicroBlaze provides 6 such CFUs
as shown in Table I. We used the techniques proposed in our earlier work [Wijesundera et al. 2016b] to prune the design space for selecting the appropriate configuration
options for a given application from 256 and 64 to 20 and 36 configurations for Nios
and MicroBlaze, respectively. In the rest of this work, we consider the two processor
configurations only within this pruned design space.
Since, Xilinx and Altera report the area consumption of their platforms in different
units of measurement, we used the techniques proposed in [Altera 2005] to obtain the
equivalent logic elements (LE). This enabled us to analyze the results of the proposed
approach using a common unit of measurement for different area consumption of the
two processors. As presented in Table II, we calculate the equivalent LE factor for
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Table I: Configurable Functional Units
MicroBlaze
Integer Divider
64-bit Integer Multiplier
32-bit Integer Multiplier

Barrel Shifter
Basic Floating Point Unit
Extended Floating Point Unit

Nios
Integer Divider
64-bit Integer Multiplier
Logic Element based 32-bit
Integer Multiplier
3*16 Multiplier based 32-bit
Integer Multiplier
1*32 Multiplier based 32-bit
Integer Multiplier
Pipelined Shifter
Non-pipelined Shifter
Floating Point Unit

Table II: Equivalent LE Calculation
Device

Total
ALM/Slice LUT

Total LE

Equivalent LE
Factorization Value
T otalLE
( T otalALM/SliceLU
T)

Cyclone 5
Kintex 7

56480
203800

150,000
326,080

2.65
1.6

each FPGA. Thus, this technique could be adapted to calculate the area of any FPGA
in equivalent LE.
3.2. Discussion

In order to perform a fair comparison between the processors, we ran both processors at a fixed frequency of 100 MHz for all design points while executing the various
benchmark applications. Figure 1 shows the performance in runtime, for various applications, while running on Nios and MicroBlaze processors with different configurations in the pruned design space. It can be observed in these figures that the Nios design points, marked in yellow triangles, occur generally towards the left end of graphs,
when compared to the MicroBlaze, marked in blue circles. This is simply due to the
fact that the base Nios processor, without any CFUs, occupies less equivalent area
than the similar MicroBlaze configuration. On the other hand, MicroBlaze provides
a more diverse design space with 36 design points when compared to the 20 design
points provided by the Nios processor.
As can be seen in Figure 1a, for the MOTION application Nios outperforms MicroBlaze at lower area constraints, but both processors show similar performance as
the area constraint is relaxed. Similarly, while MicroBlaze outperforms Nios throughout in DFADD application, Nios outperforms MicroBlaze in executing GSM application when the area constraint is tight. However, for the GSM application, as the area
constraint is gradually relaxed, the MicroBlaze processor begins to first match and
then overtake Nios in terms of performance. Such application-specific as well as area
constraint-specific behavior of applications on processors further motivate us to design
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Fig. 1: Performance vs. Area Characteristics
a methodology for automated soft core processor performance estimation. Hence, in the
next section we propose an automated methodology for soft core processor performance
estimation that can be leveraged for rapid design space exploration. The proposed estimation methodology can be used to rapidly explore the design space as performed
in Figure 1 but in a fraction of time when compared to the FPGA synthesis-based
techniques. Thus, providing a framework for FPGA-based SoC designers to rapidly
estimate the application performance on multiple soft core processors, each with a variety of possible configurations, to identify the best processer with its most suitable
configuration for the given application.
4. METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the proposed methodology shown in Figure 2 for performance estimation of soft core processors using the open source LLVM compiler infrastructure. The proposed methodology is generic and can be extended to any embedded
soft core processor. Additionally, it can be easily re-targeted for different FPGA devices and specifications. As shown in Figure 2, our methodology can be abstracted into
three phases, namely pre-characterization, application profiling and performance estimation. We describe these phases in detail in the following subsections. However, prior
to the pre-characterization step needed for any target processor, we first classify LLVM
instructions into 4 predefined categories as follows:
— CFU Instructions: LLVM instructions corresponding to the processor instructions
that can be accelerated on the CFU
— Standard C Library Functions: LLVM instructions corresponding to standard C library functions
— Custom Instructions: Instructions defined for custom functionality in order to obtain
higher performance
— Remaining Instructions
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Fig. 2: Framework for Soft core Processor Performance Estimation
The 4 main categories of instructions, specified above, have also been further divided
into subcategories based on other properties such as bit width and their specific hardware implementation option, if any. After classifying the LLVM instructions, we now
proceed with the processor pre-characterization step in the following subsection.
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Table III: Classification of LLVM Instructions

CFU
Instructions

C Library
Functions

Type of
Instructions
Configuration On
(Implemented on hardware),
Configuration Off
(Implemented on Software)

Fixed Execution Time

Varying Execution Time

Custom
Instructions

Remaining
Instructions

One to Sequence

Fixed Execution Time

Varying
Execution
Time

Control Hazards
Data Hazards

Processor
Instructions
Mult. I64
Arith. Right
Shift I32
Floating Point
Division
...
Sine
Rounding
Numbers
...
Print
Square Root
...
Multiply
Accumulate I32
...
Add I32
Subtract I32
Casting I32
...
Switch Case
Branch
Load
Store

LLVM
Instructions
mul i64
ashr i32
fdiv
...
llvm.sin*
llvm.round.*
...
@printf
llvm.sqrt.*
...
mul i32,
mul i32,
add i32
...
add i32
sub i32
zextb i32
...
switch
br
load
store

4.1. Pre-Characterization

Pre-characterization is a one-time semi-automated step for a given target processor.
This includes classification of the target processor ISA (by analyzing the processor
datasheets) and simulation of the base processor for a set of scripts, created in this
work, using free editions of the software. The detailed analysis of pre-characterization
is provided in the subsequent sections.
In this phase, we first map the ISA of the relevant processor to the instruction set
of the LLVM ISA. Given a new processor, the processor ISA is also classified under the
same categories/subcategories and mapped to the LLVM ISA by matching the equivalent instructions in the two ISAs. Table III depicts the classification of LLVM instructions and an example mapping of these instructions to processor instructions for the
case of the Nios processor. Next, we discuss the methods used to obtain the execution
time for each class of instructions.
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CFU Instructions. For CFU instructions, we obtained the execution time when
the CFU is enabled and call it the hardware time (HW Time) as well as when the
CFU is disabled (i.e. the instruction is executed in software) and call it the software time (SW Time). The hardware time in all cases can be directly obtained from
the data sheet. The software times too can be obtained from data sheets except for
multiplication and shift instructions, where the software times have to be obtained
experimentally by simulating the base processor. In this work, we wrote simple scripts
running on free editions of the software for this purpose. Further, we observed that
the software time of multiplication and shift CFU instructions depend heavily on
the input bit width of the operands. Thus, we obtain the variation of software times of
these instructions based on the bit width of the operands (e.g. 5-bit, 62-bit etc.). The
software time of the remaining CFU instructions are independent of the operands.
C Library Functions. LLVM supports the standard C library intrinsics as fundamental instructions [LLVM 2017a]. Thus, we use micro-benchmarks to estimate the C library functions. C library functions are initially separated into two distinct categories,
namely functions with fixed execution time and functions with varying execution time.
For functions with fixed execution time we simulate the function thousands of times
to obtain an average execution time. However, for functions with varying execution
time we use the method proposed in [Ray 2008] where a variable component is added
to the execution time depending on the input characteristics. For example, in printf()
function depending on the input string length we will add a variable component to
the execution time. The variable component is extracted based on micro-benchmarks
similar to fixed execution time functions. However, it should be noted that irrespective of the classification, micro-benchmarks used above can be simulated once on a
base-processor with free editions of the software.
Custom Instructions. A processor can be customized by bolstering its base instruction set architecture with specific custom instructions for higher performance. Such
an instruction typically constitutes a sequence of instructions from the base instruction set of the processor and maps to a sequence of instructions in the LLVM IR. The
proposed framework identifies such custom instructions by matching this sequence.
This process is carried out automatically, when the sequence is provided as input to
the framework. The execution times corresponding to the instructions can be obtained
from data sheets.
Remaining Instructions. Initially, we classify these instructions into two categories,
namely fixed execution time and varying execution time. The execution time of fixed
execution time instructions can be obtained directly from the data sheet. We further
sub categorize the instructions with varying execution times based on the reason
for the variation. Thus, we classify instructions into control hazards and data hazards. The variation of execution time in these instructions occur due to the microarchitectural features of the underlying processor. In the proposed approach we have
devised models in order to account for these behaviors. These models are described in
detail in subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
4.2. Application Profiling

This is a one-time phase for a given application. The application is profiled using the
LLVM open source compiler. The profiled output obtained from LLVM is used to extract basic blocks, instructions in these basic blocks and execution frequency of basic
blocks. Additionally, we extract features required for the analysis of the time varying
instructions in this phase. For example, we use the profile output to obtain the number
of bits to be shifted of shift instructions, branch weight metadata (to extract the edge
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LLVM Profile
;;; %gsm_add called 79 times.
;;;
; Function Attrs: nounwind uwtable
define signext i16 @gsm_add(i16 signext %a, i16 signext %b) #0 {
entry:
%a.addr = alloca i16, align 2
%b.addr = alloca i16, align 2
%sum = alloca i64, align 8
store i16 %a, i16* %a.addr, align 2
store i16 %b, i16* %b.addr, align 2
%0 = load i16* %a.addr, align 2
%conv = sext i16 %0 to i64
%1 = load i16* %b.addr, align 2
%conv1 = sext i16 %1 to i64
%add = add nsw i64 %conv, %conv1
store i64 %add, i64* %sum, align 8
%2 = load i64* %sum, align 8
%cmp = icmp slt i64 %2, -32768
br i1 %cmp, label %cond.true, label %cond.false
;;; Out-edge counts: [7.900000e+01 -> cond.false]
cond.true:
;;; Never executed!
br label %cond.end7

; preds = %entry

Fig. 3: Sample LLVM Profile
weights of branch instructions), the number of cases and presence of default in switch
instructions, etc. A sample LLVM profile output is shown in Figure 3.
We use a LLVM Tracer tool proposed in [Shao and Brooks 2013] to obtain the bit
width and sign of operands for all multiplication instructions. This tool first creates
a dynamic trace of the application using the LLVM profile output. This dynamic trace
is then used to obtain the bit width of all the multiplication instructions present in
the application profile.
Thus, the model first checks for the presence of multiplication instructions in the
LLVM profile output. If multiplication instructions are present in the instruction
profile, the application is profiled using the LLVM Tracer to obtain a dynamic instruction trace. Then the operand bit widths and signs for multiplication instructions is
extracted from this trace. Figure 4 shows a sample of the LLVM tracer tool output.
4.3. Performance Estimation

In this phase, we use the target processor information from the Pre-Characterization
phase (4.1) and the information regarding the application from the Application Profiling phase (4.2). These information are fed into a rapid estimation based technique to
calculate the performance (total execution time) of the application on the given processor. The subsequent sub-sections describe this estimation process in detail by elaborating the steps used to obtain the execution time of different categories of instructions
present in the given application.
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LLVM Tracer Tool Output
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,conv6,35,3290
1,16,2048,1,3
r,64,2048,1,conv6
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,mul,12,3291
2,64,2048,1,conv6
1,64,81,1,conv5
r,64,165888,1,mul
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,add,8,3292
2,64,16384,0
1,64,165888,1,mul
r,64,182272,1,add
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,if.else-0,28,3293
2,64,140733230557360,1,prod
1,64,182272,1,add
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,conv6,35,3290
1,16,2048,1,3
r,64,2048,1,conv6
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,mul,12,3291
2,64,2048,1,conv6
1,64,81,1,conv5
r,64,165888,1,mul
0,59,gsm_mult_r,if.else,conv6,35,3290

Fig. 4: Sample LLVM Tracer Tool Output
4.3.1. Input Operand Size Dependent Instructions. As mentioned earlier, the software time
of certain instructions are dependent on the bit width of operands. Thus, we specifically identify these types of instructions to analyze their specific dependencies.
Multiplication and shift instructions fall under this category.
It is observed that the software time of multiplication instructions are dependent
on type of operands, sign of operands and the bit width of operands. Once again, we
experimented using micro-benchmarks to obtain the pattern of variation of execution
time with varying types, signs and bit width of operands. For example, we initially
classify software multiplication operation as 64-bit multiplication or 32-bit multiplication. Then, we check the sign of the operand and finally classify the operands based on
the corresponding bit width of the binary representation of the operand. This data is
used in conjunction with the profiling information in the estimation model.
Similar to the multiplication instructions, we observed that the software time of
shift instructions is dependent on the number of bits to be shifted. Thus, we obtained
this data experimentally for both 32-bit and 64-bit shift instructions and incorporated
in estimation models.
The execution time of the remaining instructions have also been obtained experimentally. The time in the case of these instructions are not dependent on the operands.
4.3.2. Instructions leading to Control Hazards. Control hazards are pipeline hazards that
arise from the pipelining of branches and other instructions that change the program
counter. We discuss instructions in Table III which lead to these control hazards below.
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Switch Instructions. The execution time of switch instructions corresponding to
switch case statements is dependent on the number of case statements and the presence of a default statement. Eq. 1 is used to compute the execution time of the switch
instruction.
Tswitch = (tcase ∗ ncase ) + (tdef ault ∗ d)

(1)

where,
Tswitch = Execution time of switch instruction,
tcase = Execution time of a single case statement,
tdef ault = Execution time of default statement,
ncase = Number of case statements,
d
= Presence of a default statement (d = 1,0)
Branch Instructions. Branches can be conditional or unconditional. The estimation
of unconditional branches is trivial as the time could be directly extracted from the
data sheet. However, estimation of conditional branch instructions requires information on branch prediction and misprediction. It is not possible to obtain this information at the LLVM IR level. Thus, we use a model based on branch entropy to calculate
the execution time of branches [Shao and Brooks 2013].
— Branch Entropy
Branch Entropy is defined as a measure of the randomness of branch behavior, representing branch predictability [Shao and Brooks 2013]. This can be used to calculate
branch prediction and misprediction penalties at IR level for conditional branches.
Edge frequencies of conditional branches obtained from LLVM metadata is used in the
prediction of these branches. The model for entropy is shown in eq. 2. The clock cycles
to execute conditional branch instructions is calculated using eq. 3.
Entropy = −

n
X

Pi ∗ log2 Pi

(2)

i=0

where,
Pi = Pnfi
i=0

fi

,

n = Number of branches,
fi = Edge frequency of branch i
cccond
where,
cccond
ccmp
ccp

br

br

= fbb (Entropy ∗ ccmp + (1 − Entropy) ∗ ccp )

(3)

= Clock cycles to execute a conditional branch,
= Clock cycles to execute a mispredicted branch,
= Clock cycles to execute a predicted branch,

4.3.3. Instructions leading to Data Hazards. Data hazards are pipeline hazards that arise
when an instruction depends on the result of a previous instruction in a way that is
exposed by the overlapping of instructions in the pipeline. We discuss instructions in
Table III which lead to these data hazards below.

Load-Use Dependencies. Load-use dependencies occur when the data to be fetched
is used by a subsequent instruction. In this case even though the IR level profile does
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not indicate any instructions between the load instruction and the instruction using
the loaded data, the actual implementation of a processor would stall the processor
pipeline to compensate for the latency in loading data. Our model identifies such loaduse dependencies and compensates for the latency.
Consecutive Load Instructions. Pipelining reduces the latency of load instructions
when there are consecutive load instructions. The proposed model, analyses the
instruction profile to identify consecutive load instructions and adjusts the latency
according to the usage of pipelining in the processor under consideration. However,
it should be noted that the model contains a switch which indicates the presence of
consecutive load instructions. Thus, consecutive load instructions will be considered
in the estimation only when this switch is enabled.
The proposed methodology accumulates the estimation of all categories of instructions present in the LLVM instruction profile of the application in order to estimate
the performance of the full application. The execution time, in terms of clock cycles,
of each basic block is computed using this information as given in equation (4). The
total number of clock cycles for execution is computed using equation (5). The framework uses equation (6) to compute the estimated execution time of the full application.
In our experiments, we ran both processors at 100 MHz and hence use that value in
equation (6) to obtain the total execution time.
bbi =

m
X

cj

(4)

(bbi ∗ fbbi )

(5)

j=1

Ncc =

n
X
i=1

Tex = Ncc ∗
where,
m
n
f
cj
bbi
fbbi
Ncc
Tex

1
f

(6)

= Number of instructions in basic block i,
= Number of basic blocks,
= Frequency of the processor,
= Clock cycles to execute instruction j,
= Estimated clock cycles to execute basic block i,
= Execution frequency of basic block i,
= Total estimated clock cycles for execution,
= Estimated execution time of the application

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of the proposed methodology for performance estimation of soft core processors and compare them with actual values obtained through
synthesis and implementation on the selected FPGA platforms in subsection 3.1. Configurations of the FPGA devices used during the experimental setup for the two processors are shown in Table IV. We have used the maximum possible cache size when
generating both processors to avoid cache related performance variations. In addition,
we also used default optimization flags during the compilation step to enable a consistent comparison across different processors and configurations. Also, most modern
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Table IV: Configurations in Experimental Setup
Feature

MicroBlaze

Nios

Device

Kintex 7

Cyclone V

FPGA chip

XC7K325T-2FFG900C

5CGXFC7F23C8

Speed grade

-2

8

Tool chain

Vivado v2015.3

Quartus v15.0

Table V: Estimation Errors (%)
Application
AES
BLOWFISH
DFADD
DFDIV
DFMUL
DFSIN
GSM
MOTION
ADPCM
JPEG
MIPS
Average

MicroBlaze
4.39
9.59
3.92
4.79
5.01
9.92
2.46
5.54
5.70

Nios
4.50
4.09
2.75
3.67
1.84
9.19
3.38
4.75
9.82
6.24
2.02
4.75

FPGAs contain relatively large amounts of on-chip BRAM which enables them to retain significantly large portions of data within chip boundaries. Hence, we have not
considered the impact of external off-chip memory in this work. All experiments were
carried out on a 6-core virtual machine with 8GB RAM, running OpenSUSE 13.2 on
an Intel Xeon E5-1650V2 CPU host at 3.5 GHz.
11 applications from the CHStone benchmark suite were executed on the Nios processor to obtain the actual runtime of these applications. These results serve as a baseline for comparison for this processor. Similarly, these applications were also executed
on the MicroBlaze processor to obtain their baseline results (actual runtime) on the
processor. However, only 8 applications could be successfully executed on MicroBlaze
due to various runtime errors. Since, debugging these applications is out of the scope
of this work, we compare our estimation results with actual results for 11 applications
for Nios and 8 applications for MicroBlaze. It should be noted that this is not a limitation of the proposed framework, since we can estimate the application performance
without the need for running the application on the target processor.
As mentioned in subsection 3.1, we used the techniques proposed in our earlier
work [Wijesundera et al. 2016b] to prune the design space to a total of 36 and 20
configurations for MicroBlaze and Nios, respectively. The estimated application execution time results of the benchmark applications for this pruned design space along
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Fig. 5: Distribution of Estimation Results Across the Design Space
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Comparison of Estimation Errors
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Estimation Errors
with the actual results are presented in Figure 5. Here each data point represents
performance of a processor configuration (horizontal axis indicates the area consumption of the configuration). Figures 5a-5h show the 8 applications that were executed on
both processors, while Figures 5i-5k show the remaining applications that could only
be run on the Nios processor. It can be clearly observed that the estimated execution
time values for all configurations is extremely close to the actual results obtained by
executing the applications on the processor. Table V shows the estimation errors for
these applications, averaged across all configurations. The average estimation errors
for MicroBlaze and Nios are 5.70% and 4.75% respectively.
We also compared our results with [Wijesundera et al. 2016a], as shown in Figure
6. In comparison to the approach presented in [Wijesundera et al. 2016a] the proposed approach has improved estimation error for applications executed on MicroBlaze
from 7.88% to 4.26% and on Nios from 6.13% to 3.44%. It is also noteworthy that the
proposed approach reduces the maximum error among the applications from 17.44%
to 5.54% and 14.35% to 4.75% in MicroBlaze and Nios respectively, when compared
to [Wijesundera et al. 2016a].
One important factor that is noteworthy is the sensitivity of the accuracy of the
results proposed in this work to different compilers and their versions. Different compilers can generate different output instructions based on the backend architecture to
which they are targeted. Considering this, we have specifically chosen to use the LLVM
compiler to generate the IR, since LLVM assumes a RISC based architecture [LLVM
2017b] backend, similar to the soft core processor architectures that are also mostly
based on RISC, [Cheah Hui Yan 2016] [Gray 2014]. This ensures to a large extent
that the output produced by LLVM matches closely to the executables produced by the
compiler for the target processor. With respect to the compiler version, the results presented in this work are based on LLVM v3.3. However, we have also tested with LLVM
v3.0 and obtained similar results. The only difference between the outputs of these
two versions of LLVM were observed in basic block and instruction names, which our
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Table VI: Comparison of Runtime
Application
AES
BLOWFISH
DFADD
DFDIV
DFMUL
DFSIN
GSM
MOTION
ADPCM
JPEG
MIPS

MicroBlaze
Actual
Estimation
hr:min:sec hr:min:sec
9:37:00
0:25:49
9:37:01
0:08:48
9:37:00
0:04:36
9:37:00
0:04:24
9:37:00
0:03:24
9:37:00
0:10:38
9:37:00
0:07:37
9:37:00
0:04:24
-

Nios
Actual
Estimation
hr:min:sec hr:min:sec
3:20:00
0:14:51
3:20:00
0:04:56
3:20:00
0:02:36
3:20:00
0:02:28
3:20:00
0:01:52
3:20:01
0:06:14
3:20:00
0:04:19
3:20:00
0:02:28
3:20:00
0:06:55
3:20:03
0:51:29
3:20:00
0:02:08

scripts are able to adapt to while classifying the LLVM instructions prior to the processor pre-characterization step.
Next, we assess the savings in terms of runtime from the proposed technique when
compared to an exact method based on synthesis. In a synthesis-based method, a designer first needs to synthesize the processor for all configurations identified in the
pruned design space. Next, the application is executed on these synthesized processors to obtain the actual runtime on the corresponding configuration. On the other
hand, the proposed methodology relies entirely on estimation based techniques to customize and recommend a suitable processor, along with its best configuration, without
a need for synthesizing the processor. Hence, we measured the time taken to synthesize the processor for all configurations in the pruned design space using the respective
tools of the processors. MicroBlaze requires 9 hours and 37 minutes to compile its 36
configurations and Nios requires 3 hours and 20 minutes to compile 20 configurations.
Next, we ran the applications on the synthesized processor and measured their runtime. Since, the application runtime is significantly small, the total time (synthesis
time and application execution time) is dominated by the synthesis time. Columns 2
and 4 in Table VI show this total runtime for the MicroBlaze and Nios processors respectively. We also obtained the total time for estimation for all configurations from
the proposed methodology. Columns 3 and 5 in Table VI show the total time for the
proposed methodology for the MicroBlaze and Nios processors, respectively. Thus, it
can be clearly observed that the proposed method runs significantly faster than the
synthesis-based approach, while producing low estimation errors.
6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a rapid technique for performance estimation of soft core processors while quickly exploring the large design space generated by the various configuration options in a soft core processor. The proposed approach can be targeted towards
different processor architectures and underlying FPGA architectures. The proposed
rapid soft core processor performance estimation technique achieves close to 95% accuracy in order of minutes, without a need to perform lengthy FPGA synthesis steps
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that often take hours to complete. In future, we will consider estimating power consumption in order to generate not only performance efficient designs but also power
and energy efficient systems. Further, we also intend to extend the proposed work for
other types of processors, such as dual-issue, out-of-order, hard-core processors by incorporating suitable scheduling algorithms in the existing estimation models.
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